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1. Introduction 
Throughout this paper, I is a non-open ideal in a local (Noetherian) ring (R, M) (i.e. 
Z is not M-primary), M is a prime divisor of I, V = I : M” for all large n (so I = V n Q 
for all M-primary components Q of I), U = u { Q; Q is an M-primary components of 
Z}, and S = C {Q; Q is an M-primary component of I>. 
With this notation, in [l] the authors introduced the concept of a MEC (maximal 
embedded component) of Z as an M-primary component Q of Z that is not properly 
contained in any other M-primary component of I, and in that paper a number of 
results concerning MECs were proved. (For example: each M-primary component 
Q of Z is the intersection of the MECs of Z that contain Q (so the MECs are in some 
sense building blocks of the other M-primary components of I); Z is the intersection of 
all its MECs; if one MEC of Z is irreducible, then all MECs of Z are irreducible (but 
a number of other properties of open ideals (such as length, number of generators, 
integrally closed) are not shared by all MECs of I); and, S = I: V = Q: V for all 
M-primary components Q of I.) 
The present paper continues the theory and applications of MECs. We first briefly 
consider the simplest case for V, namely, when I/ is a regular principal ideal, and then 
apply this to derive some useful results in the case when R is a regular local ring of 
altitude two. To extend some of these results, we study the close connection between 
MECs and ideal covers, and then use this connection to derive several interesting 
characterizations of the MECs of I. Finally, we use these characterizations to extend 
several of the altitude two regular local ring results to general ocal rings, and several 
other results to regular local rings of altitude greater than two. 
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To be somewhat more specific, in Section 2 it is shown that if I/ is a regular 
principal ideal, then (Q : M)/M z (I : M)/I E (S:M)/S for all MECs Q of I and 
v(Z) = v(S), where v(J) denotes the number of elements in a minimal basis of the ideal 
J. Also, if grade(R) 2 2, then the set of irreducible open ideals is closed under residual 
division by regular principal ideals. 
In Section 3 we consider the case when R is a regular local ring of altitude two. It is 
shown that v(Z) = v(Q) = v(S) for all MECs Q of I, that every ideal q # A4 that is 
generated by a system of parameters is a MEC of some ideal in R, and that, for all 
n 2 1, M” is not a MEC of any ideal. Also, if q is an ideal that properly contains M”, 
then v(q) < v(M”) and d(q) < d(M”), where d(J) denotes the number of ideals needed 
to express the open ideal J as an irredundant intersection of irreducible ideals (see (3.4) 
together with (2.3) and (2.4)). 
In Section 4 we consider the close connection between ideal covers and MECs. It is 
shown that an element x is in M - U if and only if (I, x) R contains a cover of I ( i.e. 
there exists an ideal C = (I, y)R such that Z c C E (Z,x)R and such that MC E Z (we 
use c to denote proper subset)), and if J # Z is an ideal that contains Z and that is 
contained in U, then MJ + Z = n {H; H contains a cover of Z and J covers H} and 
there exists a one-to-one correspondence between the covers of Z and the covers 
(J, x) R of J such that (J, x) R is not contained in U. 
In Section 5 we prove several characterizations of the MECs of I, and then also 
characterize when a given M-primary ideal is a MEC of some ideal in R. Specifically, 
in (5.2) it is shown that if Q is an M-primary component of I, then Q is a MEC of Z if 
and only if Q : M = Q + (I: M) if and only if (Q : M)/Q z (I: M)/Z if and only if 
d(Q) I d(q) for all other M-primary components q of I. And then in (5.4) it is shown 
that an open ideal Q is a MEC of some ideal in R if and only if there exists an ideal 
Wsuchthat W:M=WandQ:M~Q+W,andthenQisaMECofJ=QnW. 
In Section 6 it is shown that if Q = qM for some open ideal q in R, then Q is not 
a MEC of any ideal in R. It then follows that M” is never a MEC, and if Q is a MEC, 
then M(Q: M) c Q. 
Finally, Section 7 contains two results concerning regular local rings of altitude at 
least two. Specifically, if q is an ideal that properly contains M”, then v(q) < v(M”) 
and d(q) < d(M”). 
The authors have been fascinated by the historic and fundamental decomposition 
theorems of Emmy Noether, and this fascination gave rise to the theory of MECs as 
propounded in [l] and in the present paper. We are pursuing further topics in this 
new and fertile area of MECs, and we hope this theory turns out to be fascinating and 
useful to others. 
2. The case when V is a regular principal ideal 
In this brief section we consider what can be said when I/ is a regular principal ideal, 
say V = fR. We begin with the following remark. 
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(2.1) Remark. Assume that I/ =fR is a regular principal ideal and let S = C {Q; Q is 
a MEC of Z}. Then S = Z : I/ = I :fR = q : fR for all M-primary components q of I, by 
[l, (4.6)], and: 
(2.1.1) grade(M) 2 2. 
(2.1.2) Z = fS, so v(S) = v(Z). 
(2.1.3) If q is an arbitrary M-primary ideal, then q = C {Q; Q is a MEC of xq} for 
every regular element x in M. 
Proof. For (2.1.1), by hypothesis V: M = V, so grade(M) 2 2 since V is a regular 
principal ideal. 
For (2.1.2), if q is an M-primary component of I, then S = q : I/ = q : fR. Therefore, 
fS = f (q : fR) = qnfR = I, so v(Z) = v( fS) = v(S), the last equality since f is regular. 
(2.1.3) is a restatement of [l, (4.7)]. 0 
The next result shows that (I : VM)/(Z : V) g (I : M)/ M when V is a regular princi- 
pal ideal (since S = C { Q; Q is a MEC of Z} = Z : V, by (2.1)). 
(2.2) Theorem Let V = fR be a regular principal ideal and let S = I: V. Then 
(I: M)/Z g (Q: M)/Q 2 (S: M)/S for all MECs Q of I. 
Proof. It will be shown in (5.2) that (I : M)/Z E (Q : M)/Q even when V is not a regular 
principal ideal (and in fact characterizes when an M-primary component of Z is 
a MEC of I), so it will only be shown here that (S: M)/S 2 (I: M)/Z. 
For this, Z=fS, by (2.1.2), and fS:MEfR:M=fR (since fR=V=V:M 
=fR:M), so fS:M=(fS:M)nfR=f(fS:fM)=f(S:M). Therefore, (Z:M)/Z 
=(fS:M)/ fS=[f(S:M)]/fSg(S:M)/S. IJ 
To prove an interesting corollary of (2.2) we need the following definition and 
lemma. 
(2.3) Definition. Let L be an R-module. Then: 
(2.3.1) The socle S(L) of L is the sum of all the simple submodules of L. (Since 
(R, M) is local, S(L) = OL: M = {x E: L; xM = O}. See [9, p. 691) 
(2.3.2) d(S(L)) = dimRIM(S(L)). 
(2.3.3) If .Z is an ideal in R such that J c J: M, then we let d(J) = 
dimRIM((J: M)/J). (S ince (J: M)/J is (isomorphic to) the socle of R/J, this notation 
agrees (to some extent) with (2.3.2).) 
(2.4) Lemma. Zf L is an R-module of jnite length (this holds if L = R/q for an open 
ideal q), then d(S( L)) is the minimum number of irreducible submodules of L that intersect 
to (0). 
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Proof. Note first that if K is an irreducible submodule of L, then (by the definition of 
irreducible, and since L has finite length) there is a unique submodule C of L that is 
minimal in the set of all submodules of L that properly contains K. Also, if K is 
a nonzero irreducible submodule of L and H is a submodule of S(L) such that H $ K, 
then C = (K, x) for each element x in H - K (since xM = (0) E K), so it follows that 
K n H is a codimension one submodule of H. The conclusion readily follows from 
this. 0 
We can now prove the following corollary of (2.2), which adds one more equiva- 
lence to [l, (5.2) (and (5.4))] (when I/ is a regular principal ideal). 
(2.5) Corollary. Assume that V = fR is a regular principal ideal and let S = I : V. Then 
the following are equivalent: 
(2.51) Some MEC Q of I is irreducible. 
(2.5.2) Every MEC Q of I is irreducible. 
(2.5.3) S is irreducible. 
Proof. (2.2) (together with (2.3.3)) shows that d(Q) = d(S) for all MECs Q of I, and 
when q is an open ideal (2.4) (together with (2.3.3)) shows that d(q) = 1 if and only if 
q is irreducible. The conclusion clearly follows from this. 0 
The final result in this section concerns irreducible ideals, and (2.6.2) shows that the 
set of irreducible open ideals is closed under residual division by regular principal 
ideals when grade(R) 2 2. (For (2.6.1), recall that if C E B 5 A are R-modules, then 
C is sheltered in B in case C is properly contained in (7 {K; K is an R-submodule of 
B and C c K}; see [l, (5.1).) 
(2.6) Theorem. Let q # M be an open ideal in R and assume that grade(R) 2 2. Then: 
(2.6.1) Let x in M - q. Then q : xR is the irredundant intersection of n irreducible 
ideals if and only ifqnxR is the irredundant intersection of n ideals that are sheltered 
in xR. 
(2.6.2) Assume that q is irreducible and that x EM - q. Then q: xR is irreducible. 
Proof. For (2.6.1), (q + xR)/q 2 xR/(q nxR) = xR/x(q : xR) r R/(q : xR), so 
R/(q: xR) z xR/(qnxR), and the conclusion clearly follows from this. 
For (2.6.2.), if q is irreducible and x EM - q, then qnxR is sheltered in xR, by 
[l, (5.2) and (5.4)], so this follows from (2.6.1). 0 
3. Altitude two regular local rings 
If R is a regular local ring of altitude two, then V is principal (since R is a UFD and 
V can have no embedded prime divisors when R is an altitude two local domain), so 
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the results in Section 2 apply. This will be used in the proofs of two of the main results 
in this section. The first of these, (3.6), shows that v(Q) = v(Z) = v(S) for all MECs Q of 
I. (In this regard, it was shown in [l, (6.1.2)] that, in general, if Q1 and Q2 are two 
MECs of I, then it is not necessarily true that v(Q 1) = v(Qz).) And (3.10), a corollary 
of the second of these, shows that M” is not a MEC of any ideal in R. (This was proved 
for n = 2 in [l, (3.2.3)], and it will be generalized to an arbitrary local ring of altitude 
at least one in (6.2).) To prove these results we need a few preliminary results, which 
are of some interest in themselves. 
(3.1) Remark. (3.1.1) If (R, M) is a regular local ring of altitude two and 
gEM” - M”+l, then R/gR is a Cohen-Macaulay local ring of altitude one and of 
multiplicity n. 
(3.1.2) If L is a Cohen-Macaulay local ring of altitude one and of multiplicity n, 
then v(J) I n for all ideals J of L. 
Proof. For (3.1.1), it is shown in [S, (40.2)] that the multiplicity of R/gR is n, and since 
R is a regular local ring of altitude two it readily follows that R/gR is a Cohen- 
Macaulay local ring of altitude one. 
For (3.1.2), it may be assumed that L is complete and has an infinite residue field. 
Therefore, L is a free module of rank n over a discrete valuation subring W of L. 
Therefore if J is an ideal of L, then J is a submodule of the rank n free module L over 
the PID W, so J is a free module of rank at most n over W. Thus J is generated by 
n elements as a module over W, so J is certainly generated by n elements as an ideal of 
L, hence v(J) I n. 0 
Concerning (3.2), (3.2.1) does not hold when altitude(R) > 2 (for example, if 
M =(x1, . . . ,xI)R with d > 2, then J = ((x1 ,x2, . . . ,&)“)R is generated by many 
elements when n is large, but is not contained in M’), but (3.2.2) does hold when 
altitude(R) > 2 (as will be shown in (7.2); see the introduction to Section 7). 
(3.2) Proposition. Let (R, M) be a regular local ring of altitude two, let n be a positive 
integer, and let J be an ideal in R. Then: 
(3.2.1) Zfv(J) 2 n, then J c M”-‘. 
(3.2.2) Zf M” c J, then v(J) -C v(M”) = n + 1. 
Proof. For (3.2.1) assume that J$M”-‘, let g E J - M”-l, and let k be such that 
g E Mk - Mk+‘. Then k -C n - 1 and R/gR is a Cohen-Macaulay local ring of 
altitude one and of multiplicity k, by (3.1.1). Therefore (3.1.2) shows that 
v( J/gR) I k < n - 1, so v(J) < n. Therefore (3.2.1) holds. 
For (3.2.2), if M” c J, then J$ M”, so v(J) < n + 1, by (3.2.1), and it is readily 
checked that v(M”) = n + 1. 0 
(3.3) Lemma. Zf R is a regular local ring of altitude two and if q is an M-primary ideal, 
then d(q) = v(q) - 1. 
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Proof. This follows by computing Torz(R/q, R/M) in two ways via projective resolu- 
tions of R/q and of R/M; see [3, (2.1)]. 0 
(3.4) Lemma. If R is a regular local ring of altitude two, if n > 1 is an integer, and if q is 
an M primary ideal that properly contains M”, then d(q) < d(M”). 
Proof. This follows immediately from (3.2.2) and (3.3). 0 
It follows from (3.3) (and (2.4)) that M” is the irredundant intersection of n irredu- 
cible ideals. In (3.5) we display one set of n such ideals. 
(3.5) Proposition. Let (R, M = (x, y)R) be a regular local ring of altitude two and let 
n be a positive integer. Then M” = n{(~~+‘-~,y’)R; i = 1, . . . ,n}. 
Proof. This is clear if n = 1, so assume that n 2 2 and that the conclusion holds for 
M”_‘. Then by modularity it follows that r){(xn+lPi,yi)R; 
i = 1, . . . ,n} = y”R + (InxR), where I = n{(x”+q y’)R; i = 1, . . . ,n - l}. Then 
InxR = x(Z:xR) and Z:xR = (n{(~“~-~,y’)R; i = 1, . . . ,n - l}):xR = 
0 {(Xn+r-i, y’)R:xR; i = 1, . . . ,n - l} = n((x”-i,yi)R; i = 1, . . . ,n - l}, and by 
induction this last intersection is M”-‘. Therefore n {(x”+‘-‘, yi)R; i = 1, . . . ,n} = 
y”R + (!nxR) = y”R + x(I:xR) = y”R + xM”-’ = M”. 0 
We now show that v(Q) = v(Z) for all MECs Q of I in a regular local ring of altitude 
two. 
(3.6) Theorem. Let (R, M) be a regular local ring of altitude two and let S = 1 {Q; Q is 
a MEC of I}. Then v(Q) = v(S) = v(l) for all MECs Q of I. 
Proof. Since V is principal, v(S) = v(Z) by (2.1.2). Also, (S : M)/S r (Q : M)/Q for all 
MECs Q of I, by (2.2), so d(Q) = d(S) by (2.3.3), hence (3.3) shows that 
v(Q) = $0 0 
(3.7) is an interesting corollary of (3.6). 
(3.7) Corollary. Let (R, M) be a regular local ring of altitude two, let q be an ideal in 
R that is generated by a system of parameters, let f E qk - Mqk for some positive integer 
k, and let I, = fR n q” for n > k. Then each MEC of I, is the irredundant intersection of 
n - k irreducible ideals. 
Proof. Note first that q”:fR = q”-k for all n > k. (For ifR = R[u, tM] is the Rees ring 
of R with respect o M, then R is Cohen-Macaulay and (u, M)R is the only height one 
prime divisor of uR, so it follows that u”R is (u, M)R-primary for all n 2 1. Also, 
ft” ER - (u, M)R (since f Eqk - Mqk), so unmkR = unmkR :ftkR = u”R: fR, hence by 
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contracting to R we get qnek = unek RnR = (u”R:fR)nR = q”:fR.) Therefore 
I, = fRnq” =f(q”:fR) = fqnmk, so ~(1,) = v(fqnWk) = v(qnmk) = n - k + 1. There- 
fore (3.6) shows that if Q is a MEC of I,, then v(Q) = n - k + 1, so d(Q) = n - k, by 
(3.3), so the conclusion follows from (2.4). 0 
(3.8) Remark. (3.8.1) With q = M, it follows from (3.7) that if f # 0 in M (so 
feMk-M k+ ’ for some k 2 l), then for each n > k and for each MEC Q offR n M”, 
Q is the irredundant intersection of n - k irreducible ideals. 
(3.8.2) If f E qk - Mqk, then (3.7) shows that each MEC offRn qk+ ’ is irreducible. 
(3.8.3) For each positive integer k let p(X, k) be the polynomial X - k. Then (3.7) 
shows that for each ideal q generated by a system of parameters, for each f E qk - Mqk, 
and for each MEC Q offRnq” (where n > k), p(n, k) = n - k is the number of ideals 
that are needed when Q is expressed as an irredundant intersection of irreducible 
ideals. 
(3.84) Concerning (3.7), q” is an M-primary component of I, = fRnq”, and 
v(q”) = n + 1, so d(q”) = n by (3.3). Also, q” = n {Q; Q is a MEC of I, and q” s Q>, 
by [l, (2.13)], so we can write q” as an irredundant intersection of MECs, say 
q” = Qln . . . n Q,,. Then each Qi is the irredundant intersection of n - k irreducible 
ideals, by (3.7). Therefore it follows that by expressing q” as an irredundant intersec- 
tion of MECs of I, and then expressing each of these MECs as an irredundant 
intersection of irreducible ideals we obtain a representation of q” as an intersection of 
irreducible ideals which is not, in general, irredundant. For example, with the notation 
of (3.7), let q = M = (x, y)R, let k = 1, and considerf = x in M - M’. With n = 3 we 
havel = ZJ = xRnM3 = xM* = (x3,x2y,xy2)R. Sinced(M3) = 3,eachrepresenta- 
tion of M 3 as an irredundant intersection of irreducible ideals consists of three 
irreducible ideals. By (3.7) each MEC of Z3 is an irredundant intersection of 
two irreducible ideals. We have M3 is an intersection of two MECs of I3 each of 
which is an irredundant intersection of two irreducible ideals. Thus the process gives 
M3 as an intersection of four irreducible ideals (and therefore necessarily 
redundant) unless two of the irreducible ideals coincide. Note that the MECs of 
Z3 that also contain M3 are of the form (M3, g)R, where g is in M2 - xM. One 
MEC of I3 is Q = (x3,x2y,y2)R = M3 + y*R. Two irreducible ideals which inter- 
sect in Q are (M3,y)R and (M3,y + x*)R. Another MEC of Z3 
is Q* = (M3,y2 + x*)R. Since y* is in each of (M3,y)R and (M3,y + x*)R, and 
since x2 is not in either of these two irreducible ideals, it follows that the four 
irreducible ideals we get from the MECs Q and Q* are all distinct and therefore the 
representation of M 3 is redundant. 
(3.8.5) If q is an arbitrary open ideal in a local ring R, then v(q”) is a polynomial for 
large n. So if R is a regular local ring of altitude two, then d(q”) = v(q”) - 1 (by (3.3)) is 
also a polynomial for large n. (In this regard, one of the main results in [4] shows that, 
for an arbitrary open ideal q in an arbitrary local ring (R, M), d(q”) is a polynomial for 
large n.) 
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In [l, (3.2.3)] we showed that M2 is not a MEC of any ideal in a regular local ring of 
altitude two. (3.10), a corollary of (3.9), shows that no power of M can be a MEC (and 
this is generalized in (6.2) to an arbitrary local ring of altitude at least one). 
(3.9) Theorem. Let (R, M) be a regular local ring of altitude two, let n 2 2 be a positive 
integer, and let q be an M-primary ideal such that v(q) = n and q : M $ M”- I. Then q is 
not a MEC of any ideal in R. 
Proof. Suppose that q is a MEC of I = Vnq, so v(l) = v(q), by (3.6), and v(q) = n, by 
hypothesis, so v(Z) = n. 
On the other hand, V =fR is a principal ideal (since R is a regular local ring of 
altitude two), so I = Vnq =fRnq =f(q:fR), so v(l) = v(f(q:fR)) = v(q:fR). 
However, q : M $ M”- ‘, by hypothesis, so q : fR $ M”-l, so v(l) = v(q :fR) < n, by 
(3.2.1), and this contradicts what was shown in the preceding paragraph. Therefore q is 
not a MEC of any ideal in R. 0 
(3.10) Corollary. Let (R, M) be a regular local ring of altitude two and let k be a positive 
integer. Then Mk is not a MEC of any ideal in R. 
Proof. Let n = k + 1 and q = Mk, so n 2 2 (by hypothesis) and v(q) = v( Mk) = n, by 
(3.2.2). Also, q : M = &In-l : M $Z M”- ‘, so (3.9) shows that q is not a MEC of any ideal 
in R. 0 
The next corollary of (3.9) shows, for example, that (x3,xy,y2)R and 
(x k+n1,~k+n2y,~k+n3y2, . . . ,~~+~~y~-l, xk-‘yi, . . . ,yk)R (for nl > n, > ... > ni 2 0 
and k > i 2 1) are not MECs of any ideal in R. 
(3.11) Corollary. Let (R, M = (x, y)R) b e a regular local ring of altitude two, let k be 
a positive integer, and let q be an M-primary ideal such that v(q) = k + 1 andfor some 
positive integer i < k we have xk-‘y’, x~-~-~Y’+’ E q. Then q is not a MEC of any ideal 
in R. 
Proof. Let n = k + 1, so v(q) = n 2 2. Also, q:M$M”-’ (since xkmi-‘yiM E q 
(since x k-iyi and x~-~-‘Y’+’ are in q) and x k-i-lyi$Mk = M”-l), so the conclusion 
follows from (3.9). 0 
Concerning (3.9)-(3.11) (and (3.12)-(3.14) below), it would be nice to have easy to 
apply necessary and sufficient conditions on an M-primary ideal q of a regular local 
ring of altitude two in order that q be a MEC of some ideal I. In (5.4) we give 
a necessary and sufficient condition for an M-primary ideal q in an arbitrary local ring 
(R, M) to be a MEC; in the altitude two regular local ring case it says that q is a MEC 
if and only if q : M E (q, x)R for some x EM, and then q is a MEC of q n xR. We use 
this result in the proof of (3.12). Moreover, if we let N = {q; q is an M-primary ideal 
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that is not a MEC of any ideal in R}, then the ideals in N that are maximal with 
respect o needing exactly n generators (for n 2 2) are the powers of M (for if q requires 
n generators, then q is contained in M”-l, by (3.2.1), and M”-’ already needs 
n generators). 
In the next three results we consider when q is a MEC of some ideal in R. For the 
first of these, (3.12), we assume that o(q) = o(q: M), where o(J) denotes the M-adic 
order of the ideal J (so o(J) = IZ if and only if J G M” and J $L M”+ ‘). Concerning this 
hypothesis, it should be noted that if q is a product of simple complete ideals not 
including M as a factor then o(q) = o(q: M). More generally, if q is an M-primary 
ideal of R with o(q) = r and if in the form ring gr(M, R) of M, among the leading 
forms of the elements of q there is a unique form of degree Y, then o(q) = o(q: M). (See 
(3.13) and also [12, Appendix 5; 21.) 
(3.12) Proposition. Zf (R, M) is a regular local ring of altitude two such that R/M is 
infinite, and if q is an M-primary ideal such that o(q) = o(q: M), then q is a MEC of 
qnxR for some element x E M - M2. 
Proof. Assume that n = o(q) = o(q: M) and let f Eq - M”+l. Then since R/M is 
infinite there exists an element x EM - M2 such that f$xR. Then R/xR is a discrete 
valuation ring, so (f, x)R/xR = (q, xR)/xR = (q : M, xR)/xR = (M”, xR)/xR. There- 
fore, q: M E q + xR, so q is a MEC of qnxR, by (5.4) below. 0 
(3.13) shows that, for example, for each positive integer r and for each i = 0, 1, . . . ,r, 
xiyr-iR + ~rtl . is a MEC in a regular local ring (R, M = (x, y)R). 
(3.13) Corollary. Let (R, M) be a regular local ring of altitude two, let r be a positive 
integer, and let q be an M-primary ideal in R such that o(q) = r and among the leading 
forms of the elements of q in R/M @ M/M2 0 M2/M 3 0 .+. there is exactly one 
element of degree r. Then q is a MEC of q n xR for some element x E M - M 2. 
Proof. By (3.12) it suffices to show that o(q) = o(q : M). For this, let R/M 0 M/M2 @ 
M2/M3@ 1.. = (R/M)[x, y] and suppose that o(q: M) < o(q). Then there exists 
a leading form f of an element of q : M such that f has degree r - 1 in (R/M) [x, y]. 
Then fx and fy are distinct leading forms of degree r of elements of q, and this 
contradicts the hypothesis. Therefore, o(q) = o(q: M). 0 
In (3.14) it is shown that every two-generated q # M is a MEC. 
(3.14) Proposition. Let (R, M) be a regular local ring of altitude two and let q # M be 
an M-primary ideal such that v(q) = 2. Then q is a MEC of every ideal Jnq, where 
J:M=JandJ$q. 
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Proof. It was shown in [l, (5.4)] that if grade(R) 2 2 and if q # M is an irreducible 
M-primary ideal, then q is a MEC of I = q n J for all ideals J such that J : A4 = J and 
J $ q. Now q is irreducible if and only if d(q) = 1, by (2.4), so if R is a regular local ring 
of altitude two and v(q) = 2, then (3.3) shows that q is irreducible, so the conclusion 
follows from [l, (5.4)] 0. 
In (3.15) we list several necessary and sufficient conditions for an open ideal q to be 
irreducible. 
(3.15) Corollary. Let q # M be an open ideal in a regular local ring (R, M) of altitude 
two. Then the following are equivalent. 
(3.151) q is irreducible. 
(3.15.2) q is generated by a system of parameters. 
(3.15.3) q: xR is generated by a system of parameters for all x+!R - q. 
(3.15.4) q = (b, c)R : dR for some system of parameters b, c and element d EM. 
(3.15.5) q is a MEC of some non-open ideal I in R, and v(I) = 2 for some such ideal. 
(3.156) q is a MEC of some non-open ideal I in R, and v(Z) = 2 for all such ideals. 
Proof. q is irreducible if and only if d(q) = 1 (by (2.4)) if and only if v(q) = 2 (by 3.3)) if 
and only if q is generated by a system of parameters, so (3.15.l)o (3.15.2). 
If (3.15.1) holds, then q is a MEC of qnxR for all elements x$q, by [l, (5.4)], and 
since q # M there exist such elements. Also, if I is any ideal for which q is a MEC, then 
I = qnxR for some x EM - q. Further, v(q) = 2, since (3.15.1)+-(3.15.2), so 
v(qnxR) = 2, by (3.6), so (3.15.1)*(3.15.6). 
It is clear that (3.15.6) a(3.15.5). 
If (3.15.5) holds, then let J be an ideal in R such that q is a MEC of J and v(J) = 2. 
Then v(q) = 2, by (3.6), so (3.15.5)*(3.15.2). 
If (3.15.1) holds and x$q, then (2.6.2) shows that q:xR is irreducible, so (3.15.3) 
holds since (3.15.1)0(3.15.2). 
By taking x = 1 it is clear that (3.15.3) a(3.15.2). 
If (3.15.2) holds, then let x, y generate q. Then (x2, y)R: xR = xR + (yR: xR) = 
(x,y)R = q, so (3.15.2)*(3.15.4). 
Finally, if b,c,d are as in (3.15.4), then (b,c)R: dR is generated by a system of 
parameters, by (3.15.2)-(3.15.3), so (3.15.4)*(3.15.2). i-J 
The following result will be used in the proof of (3.17). 
(3.16) Proposition. Let q c Q be irreducible N-primary ideals in a local ring (L, N). 
Then there exists v EN such that Q = q: vL. 
Proof. By [ll, Theorem 35, p. 2501 q: Q = Q’ is principal modulo q, so Q’ = (q,v)L 
for some v EN. Then [l 1, Theorem 34, p. 2481 and its proof shows that for every ideal 
J containing q,J = q: (q: J). Therefore choosing J to be Q we get that 
Q = q:(q:Q) = q:((q,v)L) = q:vL. 0 
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(3.17) Remark. If Q = (b, c)R is an ideal generated by a system of parameters in 
a regular local ring R of altitude two, then so is Q:xR for all x ER - Q, by 
(3.15.2)0(3.15.3). A similar statement does not hold if altitude(R) > 2. In fact, if Q is 
an irreducible open ideal in a Gorenstein local ring R, and if X is generated by 
a system of parameters that is contained in Q, then Q = X : bR for some b E R. 
Proof. The last statement follows from (3.16) and the fact that every ideal generated 
by a system of parameters in a Gorenstein local ring is irreducible. For a specific 
example of the first statement, let (R, M = (x, y, z)R) be a regular local ring of altitude 
three and let Q1 = (x3,y,z)R and Q2 = (xy,xz,x2 - yz,y’,z’)R. Then it is shown in 
[l, (6.1)] that Q1 and Q2 are MECs of I = x2M, v(Q 1) = 3, v(Q2) = 5. Also, Q1 is 
generated by a system of parameters, o Q 1 is irreducible, and so Q 2 is irreducible (by 
[l, (5.2) and (5.4)]). For each positive integer n let q,, = (x”,y”,z”)R, so each qn is 
irreducible. Let n be large enough that qn c Qz. Then qn and Q2 are irreducible and 
qn c Q2, so (3.16) shows that Q2 = qn:vnR for some element v, in M. •! 
4. M-primary components of I and ideal covers 
Together with the fixed notation of the first paragraph of Section 1, we also fix the 
following notation for this section: U’ = M - U, J = {J; J is an ideal in R and 
I c J E U}, and C = {C; C = (Z,x)R and C contains some cover of I}. 
Concerning J, it should be noted that if J E J, then J z Q for some MEC Q of I (by 
[l, (4.3.4)]), and if K is an ideal in R such that Z s K E J, then K EJ. 
There is a very close connection between covers of ideals and M-primary compo- 
nents of ideals. To explain this, note first that it is shown in [l, (2.10)] that there exists 
w E I/ - Z such that (I, w)R covers I, so nonopen ideals with M as a prime divisor have 
covers. And, on the other hand, if .J is a nonopen ideal in R that has a cover, then J has 
the properties of I; i.e. .J has a normal primary decomposition J = q; n ... nq;nQ’, 
where Q’ is M-primary and V’ = q; n a.* nqb is such that V’: M = V’. (To see this, let 
C = (J,x)R be a cover of J. Then MC E J c C, so JRp = CRp for all prime ideals 
P # M. Therefore since J c C, it follows that M is an embedded prime divisor of J.) 
In this section we will prove some results concerning covers related to Z = V nQ. 
Our first result shows that for each x EM, either (I, x)R E J or (I, x)R EC. 
(4.1) Theorem. Statements (4.1.1)-(4.1.3) are equivalent, statements (4.1.1’)-(4.1.3’) are 
equivalent, and exactly one set of these statements holds for each x EM. 
(4.1.1) x E u. 
(4.1.2) xRn V E I. 
(4.1.3) (Z,x)R EJ. 
(4.1.1’) x E U’. 
(4.1.2’) xR n V $I. 
(4.1.3’) (Z,x)R EC. 
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Proof. (4.1.1)0(4.1.2) and (4.1.1)0(4.1.3) both follow from [l, (4.2)]. It now follows 
from this and the definitions that (4.1.1’)-(4.1.3’) are equivalent. And, finally, since U’ 
is the set complement in M of U, it follows that each x EM satisfies exactly one set of 
these statement. 0 
(4.2) lists three results concerning M-primary components of I and covers. 
(4.2) Remark. (4.2.1) If Q is a MEC of Z and if Q’ is a cover of Q, then Q’ = (Q, w)R for 
some w E V - Z such that (I, w)R covers I. 
(4.2.2) Every M-primary component of I covers an M-primary component of I. 
(4.2.3) Let Q be a MEC of I, let Q ,, be an M-primary component of Z that is covered 
by Q, say Q = (QO, y)R, and let Q* be a cover of Q. Then there exists w E I/ - Q such 
that Q* = (Qo,y)Ru(Qo,w)Ru(U{(QO,y + kw)R; k is a unit in R)), each of the 
ideals of this union is properly contained in Q*, and the ideals (Qo, w + ky)R are 
M-primary components of I. (Note: if R/M is finite, then this is a finite union.) 
Proof. For (4.2.1), since Z c Q’n V, there exists w’ E(Q’~ V) - Q. Since w’ E I/ - Z 
and V/Z has finite length, there exists w E V such that (I, w)R covers I and 
(Z,w)Rz(Z,w’)R. Then Qc(Q,w)RG(Q,w’)RGQ’ and Q’ covers Q, so 
Q'=(Q,w)R. 
For (4.2.2), there exists n such that Q’ = Z + M” G Q. Then Q/Q’ has finite length 
and each ideal between Q and Q’ is an M-primary component of I, and the conclusion 
readily follows from this. 
Finally, for (4.2.3), by (4.2.1) there exists w E V such that Q* = (Q, w)R and such that 
(I, w)R covers I. Therefore let z E Q *. If z E Q, then z E(Q~,~)R. Therefore it may be 
assumed that z E Q * - Q, so there exist 4 E Q and a unit u in R such that z = q + uw. 
Then q = q. + dy for some q. E Q. and for some d in R, so z = q. + dy + uw, so 
z~(Q,,dy + uw)R. If d is a unit, then z e(QO,y + (u/d)w)R,u/d is a unit, and each 
such ideal covers Q. (by [1, (2.11.2)]) an d is an M-primary component of Z (by [l, 
(2.11.1)]). And if dEM, thendyEQ,, so ze(QO,w)R, and this ideal covers Q. since 
wMGZGQ,. 0 
In [6, (2.3)] it is shown that if Z is an ideal in R, then MI = n { Q; Q is covered by I}. 
(4.4), a corollary of (4.3), shows a similar result for M-primary components of I. 
(4.3) Theorem. ZfJEJandifJ#Z,thenMJ+Z=n{H;HEJandJcoversH}. 
Proof. Let D = {H; H E Jand J covers H} and let I = n {H; H ED}. Then it is clear 
thatifHED,thenMJ+ZGH,soMJ+ZcI. 
For the opposite inclusion let x EJ - (MJ + I). Extend X = x + (MJ + I) to 
a basis B of the R/M-vector space X = J/(MJ + I) and let W be the subspace of 
X generated by B - {X}. Let H be the ideal in R such that MJ + Z E H E J and 
H/(MJ + I) = W. Then H is covered by J and x#H, and Z c (MJ + Z)n V E 
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H n V c_ J n V = I, so H c U (by the definition of U). Therefore Zf E J, so H ED and 
x$Z-Z, so ~$1. Therefore it follows that I G MJ + I, hence MJ + I = I. 0 
(4.4) Corollary. Zf q is an M-primary component of I, then Mq + Z = n {q’; q’ is an 
M-primary component of Z that is covered by q}. 
Proof. q E J, so Mq + Z = n {q’; q’ E J and q covers q’}, by (4.3), and each such q’ is 
clearly M-primary, so it is an M-primary component of I, by [l, (2.2)]. 0 
Our final result in this section shows that if J is an ideal that contains I, then .Z E Jif 
and only if there exists a one-to-one correspondence between the covers of Z and the 
covers of J that are not in J. 
(4.5) Theorem. Let J be an ideal in R that contains 1. Then J E J, if and only if there 
exists a one-to-one correspondence between the covers (I, w)R of Z and the covers (J, x)R 
of J such that (J, x) R$J. This correspondence is given by (I, w) R corresponds to (J, w) R 
and (J, x) R corresponds to (I, w)R, where w = j + x E (I : M) - Z for some j E J. 
Proof. Assume first that J E J and let (I, w) R cover I. Then w E (I : M) - Z E V - I, so 
w E( J, w)R n I/, so (J, w)R$J. Also, since J E J it follows that w$ J. Further, 
wM G Z c J, so it follows that (J, w) R covers J. 
Now let (J, x)R cover J such that (5, x) R$ J. Then Z c (J, x) R n I/, so there exists 
y E ((J, x) R n V) - I. Then (I, y) R/Z has finite length, since V/Z does (by [ 1, (2.5)]), so 
there exists w’ E (I y)R such that (I, w’)R covers I. Then J c (J, w’)R, since J n I/ = I, 
and (J, w’)R E (J,x)R, so it follows that (J,w’)R = (J,x)R, so w’ = j + ux for some 
unituinR(uisaunit,sincexM~J).Thereforeu-’w’=u-’j+x,sotakew=u-’w’ 
(w EZ: M, since w’ is (since (I, w’)R covers I)). (Note that it follows from this that 
distinct covers of J that are not in J determine distinct covers of I.) 
Now let (I, w) R and (I, y) R be two distinct covers of Z and suppose that (J, w) R = 
(J,y)R. Then y = j + uw for some unit u in R (u is a unit, since the first paragraph of 
this proof shows that (J, w)R and (J, y)R are covers of J), so y - uw E 
Jn(Z : M) E Q n I/ = I, where Q is a MEC of Z that contains J. Therefore 
(I, w)R = (Z,y)R, and this is a contradiction, so (J, w)R # (J, y)R, and the one-to-one 
correspondence readily follows from this and what was noted at the end of the 
preceding paragraph. 
Conversely, assume that J$J, so Z c Jn Vv. Let y E(Jn V) - I. Then as in the 
second paragraph of this proof, there exists w’ E (I, y)R such that (I, w’)R covers I. But 
w’ E (I, y) R G J, so there does not exist such a one-to-one correspondence. 0 
It readily follows from (4.5) that if Q is an open ideal in R that contains I, then Q is 
a MEC of Z if and only if the covers of Q are the distinct ideals (Q, w)R, where the ideals 
(I, w)R are the distinct covers of I. This will be proved at the start of the next section 
(since it seems desirable to have all our characterizations of MECs in one section). 
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5. Some characterizations of MECs 
In this section we prove several useful characterizations of the MECs of I, and then 
in (5.4) we prove a characterization of when an M-primary ideal is the MEC of some 
ideal in R. We begin by proving the comment at the end of Section 4. 
(5.1) Theorem. Let Q be an M-primary ideal that contains I. Then Q is a MEC of I if 
and only ifthere exists a one-to-one correspondence between the covers (I, w)R of I and 
the covers (Q, x)R of Q given by (I, w)R corresponds to (Q, w)R and (Q, x)R corresponds 
to(Z,w)R,wherew=q+xE(Z:M)-ZforsomeqEQ. 
Proof. If Q is a MEC of I, then Q E J and no cover of Q is in J, by [l, (4.3.4)], so (4.5) 
shows the desired one-to-one correspondence. 
And, conversely, the one-to-one correspondence and (4.5) show that Q E J, so Q is 
an M-primary component of I. Also, if the covers of Q are the ideals (Q, w)R with 
w E(Z: M) - I, then since Z E Q it follows that no cover of Q is an M-primary 
component of I, so Q is a MEC of Z by Cl, (2.10)]. 0 
The next theorem gives three useful characterizations of the M-primary compo- 
nents of Z that are MECs of I. 
(5.2) Theorem. The following statements are equivalent for an M-primary component 
Q ofr: 
(5.2.1) Q is a MEC of I. 
(5.2.2) Q: M = Q + (I: M). 
(5.2.3) (Q : M)/Q 2 (I: M)/Z. 
(5.2.4) d(Q) = d(Z). 
Proof. Assume that (5.2.1) holds. Then since Z E Q it follows that Q + (I : M) c Q : M. 
For the opposite inclusion let x E Q : M. If x E Q, then x E Q + (I : M), as desired. 
Therefore it may be assumed that x#Q, so (Q,x)R covers Q, so (5.2.1) and (5.1) 
show that there exists w E I: M such that (Q,x)R = (Q, w)R. Then w = q + ax for 
someunituinR,sox =u-l.w -L1 qEQ+(Z:M).ThereforeQ:McQ+(Z:M),so 
(5.2.1) a(5.2.2). 
Assume that (5.2.2) holds. Then (Q : M)/Q = [Q + (I : M)]/Q z (I : M)/(Q n(Z: M)) = 
(I : M)/Z (since Z E Qn(Z : M) E Qn V = I). Therefore (5.2.2) a(5.2.3). 
It is clear from (2.3.2) that (5.2.3) * (5.2.4). 
Assume that (5.2.4) holds. Since Q is an M-primary component of I, it follows (as in 
the proof that (5.2.2) a(5.2.3)) that (Q + (I: M))/Q z (I: M)/Z, so dim,,,((Q + 
(I: M))/Q) = dim,,,((Z: M)/Z) = d(Z). Also, Q + (I: M) E Q: M, so (Q + (I: M))/Q 
is a subspace of (Q: M)/Q, hence dim,,,((Q + (I: M))/Q) I dim,,,((Q: M)/Q) = 
d(Q). But d(Q) = d(Z), by hypothesis, and d(Z) = dimRIM((Q + (I: M))/Q), as just 
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noted, so it follows that dimRjM((Q + (I: M))/Q) = dim,,,((Q:M)/Q). Therefore 
(Q + (I : M))/Q = (Q : M)/Q, so Q + (I : M) = Q : M, hence (5.2.4) + (5.2.2). 
Finally to show that (5.2.2) +(5.2.1) it suffices (by [l, (2.10)]) to show that no cover 
of Q is an M-primary component of I. For this, let (Q,x)R be a cover of Q, so 
x E Q : M = Q + (I : M), hence x = q + w for some w E Z : M. Also, ~$1 (since other- 
wise x = q + w E Q, and this is a contradiction). Therefore w = x - q E(Q, x)R 
n(Z: M) E (Q,x)Rn V, and ~$1, so (Q,x)R is not an M-primary component of I, 
hence (5.2.2) =s. (5.2.1). 0 
(5.3) shows that the MECs of Z are the M-primary components Q of Z such that d(Q) 
is minimal in {d(q); q is an M-primary component of I}. 
(5.3) Corollary. An M-primary component Q of Z is a MEC of Z if and only if 
d(Q) < d(q) for all other M-primary components q of I. 
Proof. If q is an M-primary component of I, then (q + (I : M))/q g (I : M)/Z, (as noted 
in the proof that (5.2.2) * (5.2.3)), and q + (I : M) c q : M, so it follows that d(Z) = 
dim,,,((Z : M)/Z) = dim &(q + (Z: M))lq) I dim RIM((q: M)/q) = d(q). Therefore 
d(q) 2 q(Z), and d(Z) = d(Q) for all MECs Q of I, by (5.2.2)0(5.2.4), so 
d(q) 2 d(Q). q 
The final result in this section characterizes when an open ideal Q is a MEC of some 
ideal in R. 
(5.4) Theorem. An M-primary ideal Q is a MEC of some ideal in R if and only if there 
exists an ideal W in R such that W : M = W and Q: M E Q + W, and then Q is a MEC 
ofQnW. 
Proof. If Q is a MEC of I, then Q : M = Q + (I : M), by (5.2.1) =S (5.2.2), and Z = Q n V. 
ThereforeZ:M=.(QnV):M=(Q:M)n(V:M)=(Q:M)nV,henceQ+(Z:M)= 
Q + [(Q: M)n V] = (Q: M)n(Q + V), by modularity. Therefore Q: M = Q + 
(Z:M)=(Q:M)n(Q+V),soitfollowsthatQ:M~Q+V,sowecantakeW=I/. 
Conversely, assume that there exists an ideal W such that W: M = W and 
Q:MsQ+ W. Let J=QnW. Then Q:M=(Q:M)n(Q+ W)=Q+[(Q:M) 
n W] (by modularity) = Q + ((Qn W):M) = Q + (J: M), so it follows from 
(5.2.2) *(5.2.1) that Q is a MEC of J. 0 
6. M” is never a MEC 
In (3.10) it was shown that M” is not a MEC of any ideal in a regular local ring 
(R, M) of altitude two. In this section we first show, by using (5.2), that no open ideal of 
the form qM is a MEC of any ideal, and then (6.2) shows that the conclusion of (3.10) 
continues to hold in every local ring of altitude at least one. 
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(6.1) Theorem. If altitude(R) 2 1 and if q is an M-primary ideal in R, then qM is not 
a MEC of any ideal in R. 
Proof. Suppose that qM is a MEC of an ideal J. Then qM: M = qM + (J: M), by 
(5.2.1)0(5.2.2). Now q G qM: M, so q G qM + (J:M), hence q G J: M, by the 
Lemma of Krull-Azumaya [S, (4.1)]. However, this is a contradiction, since 
J : M E W : M = W (where J = qM A W with W = W : M) and no M-primary ideal 
is contained in W. Therefore qM is not a MEC of any ideal in R. 0 
(6.2) Corollary. If altitude(R) 2 1, then M” is not a MEC of any ideal in R. 
Proof. It is clear that M is not a MEC of any ideal in R, and if n > 1, then 
M” = MM”-‘, so the conclusion follows from (6.1). 0 
(6.3) Corollary. Zf Q is a MEC of I, then M( Q : M) c Q. 
Proof. It is clear that M(Q : M) c Q, and if Q is a MEC of I, then the equality cannot 
hold, by (6.1). 0 
(6.4) Corollary. Let (R, M) be a local ring such that altitude(R) > 1 and let q be an 
M-primary ideal. Then qM is not irreducible. 
Proof. If qM is irreducible, then [l, (5.4)] shows that qM is a MEC of every ideal I/ in 
R such that I/: M = V and V $qM. Also, it follows from the hypothesis that alti- 
tude(R) > 1 that there exists at least one such ideal I/, so qM is a MEC of V n qM, and 
this contradicts (6.1). Therefore qM is not irreducible. 0 
(6.5) Corollary. Let (R, M) be a local ring such that altitude(R) 2 1 let n > 1 be 
a positive integer, and let J be an ideal in R such that J: M = J and J$ M”. Then 
d(M”) > d(M”n J). 
Proof. Let H = J n M”, so M” is an M-primary component of H. Therefore let Q be 
a MEC of H such that M” E Q, so d(M”) 2 d(Q), by (5.3) and d(Q) = d(H), by 
(5.2.1)0(5.2.4). Also, M” is not a MEC of II, by (6.2), so d(M”) > d(Q), by (5.3), hence 
d(M”) > d(H). 0 
7. Appendix: Regular local rings 
In this section we generalize two results from Section 3 to regular local rings of 
altitude at least two. The first concerns the following lovely result which was proved 
in 1986 in [8, (4.3.1)]: zf(R, M) is a regular local ring, zfn is a positive integer, and ifq 
is un ideal that contains M”, then v(q) I v(M”). About the same time it was shown in 
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[lo, Theorem 33 that if (R, M) is an arbitrary local ring, if H is an M-full M-primary 
ideal, and if q is an ideal that contains H, then v(q) I v(H). (H is M-full in case 
HM : y R = H for some element y in M.) It is readily checked that powers of M are 
M-full and integrally closed when R is a regular local ring, so this result in [lo] 
generalizes the result from [S]. 
In (7.2) we sharpen the result from [S] by showing that v(q) < v(M”) when M” c q 
and altitude(R) > 1. To prove this we need the following lemma, which is of some 
interest in itself. 
(7.1) Lemma. Let (R, M = (x1, . . . ,xI)R) be a regular local ring of altitude d 2 2, let 
n > 1 be a positive integer, and let f e M”-’ - M”. Then v(M”, f)R < v(M”). 
Proof. Since x1 f$M”+l and x2 f$xtfl + M”+l, it follows that x 1 f and x2 f are part 
of a minimal generating set S of M”. Then S * = S - {xi J x2 f } contains v( M”) - 2 
elements and S*u{ f } is a generating set for (M”,f)R, so it follows that 
v((M”,f )R) < v(M”). •i 
(7.2) Theorem. Let (R, M) be a regular local ring of altitude d 2 2, let n > 1 be a positive 
integer, and let q be an ideal that properly contains M”. Then v(q) < v(M”). 
Proof. By hypothesis there exists an element f E qn M”- ’ such that f#M”. Then M” 
is properly contained in (M”, f)R, so v(M”) > v((M”,f)R) by (7.1). Also, (M”, f )R 
is integrally closed, by [7, 7, p. 1581, and (M”,f)R E q (by hypothesis and the 
choice off), so it follows from [lo, Theorem 31 (mentioned prior to (7.1)) that 
v(q) 5 v((M”, f)R), hence v(q) I v((M”, f )R) -C v(M”). •i 
In (3.4) it is shown that if q is an ideal in an altitude two regular local ring (R, M) 
such that M” c q, then d(q) < d(M”). In the next result we show that this continues to 
hold for all regular local rings of altitude at least two. 
(7.3) Theorem. Let (R, M) be a regular local ring of altitude at least two, let n be 
a positive integer, and let q be an ideal in R that properly contains M”. Then 
d(q) < d(M”). 
Proof. Let J = M(q: M), so J G q, J: M = q: M, and M(J: M) = J. Therefore 
d(J) = dim,,,((J: M)/J) = dim RIM((J: M)/M(J: M)) = v(J: M) = d(q: M) and 
d(q) = dimRIM((q: M)/q) = dim,,,((J: M)/q) I dim,,,((J: M)/J) = d(J) and the 
equality holds if and only if J = q. Therefore: 
(7.3.1) d(q) I d(J) = v(J:M) and d(q) < d(J) holds ifand only ifJ c q. 
Also. 
(7.3.2) M”- ’ = M”: M E q : M = J : M, 
and since M(J : M) = J it follows that 
(7.3.3) M”-’ = J:M ifand only ifJ = M”. 
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Now, from (7.3.3) and the hypothesis, if M” = J, then J c 4, so (7.3.1) shows that 
d(q) < d( J) = d(M”). And if M” # J, then (7.3.3) and (7.3.2) show that M”-’ c J: M, 
so v(J: M) < v(M”-‘) (by (7.2)) and d(q) I v(J: M) by (7.3.1). Therefore d(q) I 
v(J: M) < v(M”-‘) = d(M”), the last equality since v(M”-‘) = dim,,,(M”-l/M”) = 
dim,,,((M”: M)/M”) = d(M”). 0 
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